Temporal coding: the relevance of classical activity, its relation to pattern frequency bands, and a remark on recoding of excitatory drive into phase shifts.
We consider an oscillatory network model that is obtained as complex-valued generalization of the classical Cohen-Grossberg-Hopfield (CGH) model. Apart from a synchronizing mechanism, a stronger and/or more coherent input to a unit in the network implies a higher phase velocity of this unit. This constitutes the desynchronizing mechanism, referred to as acceleration. The units' activity of the classical model translates into the amplitudes of the phase model oscillators. This allows to associate classical and temporal coding with amplitude and phase dynamics, respectively. We discuss how the two dynamics act together to achieve the unambiguous pattern recognition that avoids the superposition problem. With respect to coherence, dominating patterns may take coherent states also if only a subset of its units is on-state. The competition for coherence, introduced by acceleration, realizes a kind of feature counting that identifies the dominating pattern as the pattern with the most on-state units. This dominating but possibly only partially active pattern may take a coherent state with a frequency level that is related to the number of on-state units. We also speculate on neurophysiological findings, related to observed phase differences between optimally and suboptimally activated neurons, that may indicate the presence of acceleration.